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this neighborhood points of rapture and longing and wonder.
-Mark Doty, Heaven's Coast: A Memoir
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The Stations of the Cross
Christ, Politics, and Processions on
New York City's Lower East Side

Wnyne Ashley
To see [how the] system touches our own lives and to see if we can extricate
ourselves . . . with the help of God. . . .And . . . when you do, you are in the
place of Jesus.You then become the outcast, because ifyou fiee yourselffrom
the structure, you can't be rich and powerful. And if you're not rich and
powerful, you're poor and 'powerless, and then you become identified with
Jesus. . . . The idea is to unite and resist, support one another in the struggle
to say no to the evil of the system.
--Interview with Father George Kuhn, March 24, 1989
Since the early 1960s, St. Brigid's parish, like other Hispanic parishes
on Manhattan's Lower East Side, has been performing a n outdoor Stations
of the Cross procession on Good Friday each year. An emotionally charged
and religiously potent day in the Catholic liturgical cycle, Good Friday is
the center point of a week-long celebration that commemorates the last
days of Chri. S' life. Holy Week, as this time is called, includes Palm
Sunday, the c ay Jesus entered the city of Jerusalem, and Holy Thursday,
when Jesus was said to have transformed the bread and wine of his last
meal with his apostles into his own body and blood so that friends and
followers could experience his presence after his death. Good Friday
marks the day Jesus died on the cross. It is followed by Holy Saturday, the
day Jesus' followers held a special vigil at his tomb, and finally Easter
Sunday, when Jesus rose from the dead.
T h e ritual of the Stations of the Cross enacts fourteen incidents in
Christ's journey across Jerusalem on his way from condemnation to crucifixion. This chapter examines one expression of this tradition on New
York's Lower East Side in 1989 and 1990. In the streets within the boundaries of St. Brigid's parish, participants enacted each of the Stations in front
of strategically chosen, and extremely volatile, problem areas: a controversial health clinic, a deteriorating public school, a street corner where drugs
were sold, a luxury condominium, and a park associated with danger and
vice. Performed only months after the 1988 anti-gentrification protest in
?bmpkins Square Park that quickly became a riot, St. Brigid's procession

k

was both public prayer and political critique. It emerged during one of the
most explosive conflicts on the then "new urban frontier," as the Lower
East Side was becoming increasingly emblematic of a widespread political
and economic polarization of the city. As social critic Neil Smith remarked, "Apartment rents [were] soaring on a par with the numbers of
homeless; record levels of luxury condo construction [were] matched by a
retrenchment in public housing provisions; a Wall Street boom generate[d] seven and eight figure salaries while unemployment [rose] among
the unskilled; poverty [was] increasingly concentrated among women,
Hispanics and African Americans while social services [were] axed; and
the conservatism of the 1980s brought us the recrudescence of racist
violence from Howard Beach to Eleanor Bumpers."'
In symbolically retracing Christ's journey through Jerusalen~,participants in the procession shifted the biblical text to a visuallspatial referent
located in their neighborhood. They allegorized particular places and
made them resonate with Christ's journey. Parishioners attempted to invest these places with "precise historical meanings" and "narrative senti. ~ participants
ment," fashioning them into artifacts of collective a ~ t i o nAs
traversed the neighborhood, two overlapping narratives emerged: one
about Christ's suffering, the other about the topography of the East Village
and its residents' suffering.
'4s historian Susan Davis has noted, dramatic representations, parades, and public ceremonies are political acts. They have pragmatic
objectives and concrete, often material, results. People use these public
displays as tools for building, maintaining, and confronting power relations.' St. Brigid's reworking of the Passion was not a subtle argument in
political discourse; nor did it present complex plans for change. Rather,
the clergy manipulated rhetorical strategies and religious symbols of the
Passion for the purpose of creating new meanings that dramatized the
difficult conditions of their parishioners' lives. This raises questions about
the nature of ritual improvisation on a specific social field and about the
relationship between ritual and neighborhood life. How are traditional
texts and performances repositioned and inserted into new discourses?
How were the ongoing debates and conflicts surrounding housing, welfare,
and morality assimilated into the Christian narrative? How did the church
employ a circumambulatory event in an effort to shape its congregants'
experience and knowledge of the city?
Although St. Brigid's procession represented a church-based response
to social injustices in civil society-"the efforts of the politically and
economically weak to resist conditions they consider unjustn-the issue of
who was speaking in this procession and the content and style of that
enunciation were hotly contested by priests and parishioner^.^ Were the

social issues articulated in the performance relevant to parishioners? Or
were the clergy subsuming parishioners' voices within their own disc ~ u r s e To
? ~ an outsider like me, St. Brigid's politicization of the Christ
narrative appeared empowering. Fathers George arid Frank spoke of givlng
the parks to the homeless and reclaiming abandoned buildings, and they
prophetically denounced inadequate health care and misplaced military
spending. Some parishioners, however, offered a more contentious reading of the procession, cla~mingthat the church's attempt to re-edify their
devotion toward social and political ends exemplified official intervention
and control. Moreover, the event revealed a complex discourse on the
relationship of bodies to urban space, and one fraught with many tensions.
How do we interpret an event such as St. Brigid's Good Friday procession,
situated as it was in the confluence of such contradictions and conflicts?
St. Brigid's Church is located in what is now called the East Village,
the northern part of the Lower East Side, an area roughly east of the
Bowery, stretching from about Houston Street to 14th Street. During the
period of its earliest settlement in the 1800s, the Lower East Side was the
site of the mansion homes of well-to-do English and Dutch traders. After
1840, the wealthy moved north to what is presently 14th Street; their
mansions were split into ~nulti-unitdwellings, and vacant land was in-filled
with tenement buildings. Irish immigrants began arriting in the midnineteenth century, followed by Germans, many of whom were skilled
workers with a background of labor organization. They occupied the area
along St. Mark's Place and on 6th and 7th Streets before being joined by
Jewish, Italian, and Polish Immigrants at the turn of the century. After
World War 11, Latinos and Asians followed, and by the mid-1970s there
were so many Puerto Ricans living in the East Village that local residents
dubbed the area Loisaida (low-ees-SIDE-ah), the Puerto Rican pronunciation for "Lower East Side." The city partially recognized the Puerto Rican
community's significance when it officially gave Avenue C the additional
name Loisaida Avenue in 1986.
The area around St. Brigid's was oIice considered just a part of the
Lower East Side, but it was renamed the East Village after hippies from the
nearby West or Greenwich Village took up residence there. According to
Neil Smith, the real estate industry imposed the new name to capitalize on
the neighborhood's geographical proximity to the respectability, security,
culture, and high rents of Greenwich illa age.^ 'The major point of entry to
the East Village is St. Mark's Place, the street running from Astor Place to
Tompkins Square Park and beyond to cheap tenements as far east as
Alphabet City, where Manhattan's north-south avenues are designated by
letters rather than numbers.
Working-class for the past 160 years, the East Village has been the
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site ofan ongoing struggle involving the real estate industry, social services,
community groups, artists, and squatters, all with competing interests in
how the neighborhood should develop and in what should be made of the
numerous deteriorated and underutilized city-owned properties. Smith
interprets the history of the Lower East Side as a series of "stalled attempts
to reinvest and reconstruct the area in order to house late capitalism's labor
force, a professional white middle class."' Sporadically since 1929, developers have sought to displace an increasingly redundant working class by
taking control of neighborhood property, allowing it to become run-down,
and "turning it over for large profits based upon its potential price (the
price land could command if the area were redeveloped or the neighborhood gentrified)."' The city's Artist Homeownership Program, which resulted in subsidized housing opportunities for visual artists, tax abatement
for luxury housing, and landlords' systematic abandonment of their properties, managed to drive many local families from their homes. Parishioners from St. Brigid's spoke about the steady deterioration of the East
Village during the late 1960s and 1970s, which led to the forced migration
of Puerto Ricans to other boroughs, to different states, and even back to
Puerto Rico.
By 1985, developers had "restored" properties-which is to say they
had readied them for upper-middle-class consumption-all the way to the
East River, "leaving only city-owned buildings unaffected by reinvestment."9 At the time of my research, the housing projects located on 7th
Street and FDR Avenue were among the few remaining strongholds for
working-class families. Many of St. Brigid's parishioners lived there.I0
To understand the debates surrounding Good Friday processions at
St. Brigid's during the late 1980s and early 1990s, it is important to
recognize that they were part of a much larger discussion that had been
ongoing since at least the early 1960s: Where was the "vigor of priestly and
religious commitment" to be centered? On the church or on the world?"
In other words, would the clergy focus their attention primarily on the
particular spiritual and ethical needs oftheir Puerto Rican constituency, or
attend to the structures outside of the church, to social and political causes
divorced from any specific Puerto Rican agenda?I2 Over the next thirty
years, these questions continued to be debated at St. Brigid's, but the
intensity with which parishioners and clergy sought to find resolution
appeared to fluctuate depending upon the particular church leadership at
the time, the goals of the Archdiocese, and a number of other social and
economic constraints. During my interviews with parishioners about past
processions, many spontaneously evoked the situation at St. Brigid's in the
1960s as the origina~ymoment of a great chasm, which appeared never to
have fully disappeared.

During the 1960s, against the backdrop of official neglect that Smith
describes as the planned deterioration of the Lower East Side, New York's
Catholic Church sought to make religion a more vital force in what had
become a slum neighborhood. Church leaders aimed to reinvolve young
people in community and parish activities and to find ways of reversing the
decline in church attendance.'? Inspired by the spirit of the Second
Vatican Council (1962-65), the Archdiocese of New York initiated a broad
range of innovations. These included directly involving parishioners in
religious leadership and ministry, more attention to the promotion of
justice particularly for the poor, and more effective evangelization among
the people in the neighborhood. These changes in religious practices
intersected historically with shifts in social values in general occurring in
the United States during the 1960s.
In 1967, the Archdiocese of New York designated St. Brigid's and St.
Rita of Cascia in the Bronx as experimental churches. In place of the
traditional organization of a senior pastor aided by associates, St. Brigid's
had a team of three priests-Dermod McDermott, John Calhoun, and
Matthew Thompson-working together as equals to help break down the
perception of the church as an authoritarian hierarchical structure with
little personal involvement in the lives of its parishioners. Together, the
three pastors attempted to bridge the gap between the church and the
community by sponsoring block parties and neighborhood clean-up programs, and by opening the rectory to help drug addicts and troubled
teenagers. They brought the Spanish Mass out of the basement into the
main church, added folk instruments and Puerto Rican songs, and made
many innovations in the liturgy and festival life of the parish.
One of these innovations was Father McDermott's Stations of the
Cross. In Puerto Rico, outdoor processions were a common part of religious life, and McDermott felt that the institution of such a celebration on
the Lower East Side would help make the church more available and
recognizable to its growing Puerto Rican constituency. Because of the
scarcity of Puerto Rican clergymen ministering in the homeland, few
indigenous priests were able to accompany the immigrants to their new
destinations.14 Unlike Polish and Italian immigrants, who had their own
national churches, and who employed priests from their countries of
origin and preached in their native languages, the Archdiocese insisted
that the Puerto Ricans join established neighborhood churches. The consequences of this convergence of factors were enormous. Parishes had to
operate bilingually and biculturally, recruit Spanish-speaking clergy, and
direct some of their existing resources to the needs of the new immigrants.'5
When Puerto Ricans began coming to St. Brigid's, Polish and Italian
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Americans dominated the decision-making processes in the parish, ran the
various church organizations, and provided most of the help to the newcomers. Because the old-timers refused to establish a Spanish-speaking
society among their organizations, McDermott organized the Puerto Rican
parishioners into their own devotional society, called Los Caballeros de
Santa Brigida. Los Caballeros held ~llonthlymeetings, ran one or two
dances a year, helped out at bingo, collected and counted the weekly
donations, held a feast on San Juan Day, and were available to helpmake
repairs or clean up the church.16 Together with the women's society, the
Damas (Christian Mothers), they went on religious retreats and eventually
took responsibility for the Stations of the Cross, which they enthusiastically organized until 1985 (when, for reasons that are still unclear, they
refused further participation). Under the guidance of Father Frank Scanlon, and later with the assistance of senior pastor Father George Kuhn, the
church youth group took over the Stations, performing the procession
until 1991, when Father Frank moved to another parish, leaving Father
George as the church's sole administrator and religious leader.
The first year, McDermott staged the procession in the traditional
devotional style, mildly contemporizing the prayers by forging connections between Christ's suffering and the parishioners' own grievances. The
Puerto Rican parishioners stopped at various places along a pre-established
route and recited prayers expressing a muted social message. Simple
analogies were made between, for example, Christ being crowned with
thorns and the community being metaphorically crowned by the thorns of
poor education and inadequate social services. Participants chose sites
based on distance and location and assigned no special significance to
them." McDermott recalled that people were ambivalent about the procession, charging him with "bringing politics into the church," an issue
that parishioners continued debating during the time of my research.I8
McDermott interpreted this negative response as the inability of
older and more "traditional" Puerto Ricans to accept innovation. Believing
that younger folk would be more receptive to his changes, he channeled
his energy toward the church youth, involving them in social action and
"political consciousness-raising."'YIn order to fulfil1 parishioners' needs for
devotional expression while simultaneously inflecting the Passion with
social concerns, McDermott divided parishioners along generational lines
the following year. Adults would stage half the Stations in the traditional
devotional style, while the parish youth would stage the other half as a
series of short social dramas.
Young men and women in the neighborhood scripted these dramas
from their own personal life biographies and performed them with the
help ofa sound system atop a flatbed truck. The small sketches focused on

abortion, drugs, and relationships among racial groups. In the Station
"Christ Meets I-Iis Mother," for example, actors depicted a pregnant sixteen-year-old girl deciding whether she should marry her boyfriend or have
an abortion. Her mother and father argued different positions, until finally
her father insisted that she have the abortion. At the last moment, a friend
complicated the decision by pointing out that the girl would be killing her
baby if she went through with the abortion. There was no ending to the skit
and no final resolution, just an explication of the turmoil.20Meanwhile,
the Caballeros and Da~ilasorganized the adult component of the Passion.
Wearing costumes meant to evoke biblical times, men and women of the
society arranged themselves into various tableaux and recited the traditional text from St. Al~honsusLiguori's "The Way of the Cross."
By focusing on the experiences and ideas of youth, the clergy hoped
to increase the young people's involvement in thc church and the neighborhood. The result of this plan, however, was to create a generational
conflict within the parish. This old dissension prefigured the exodus of
adults from the church in the late 1980s and early 1990s, particularly those
associated with the traditional devotional societies on similar grounds.
Father Birkle, a priest at St. Brigid's during part of McDermott's tenure
there (1969-72), remembered tensions rising several times between the
younger generation and their parents over changes in liturgical practice.
Many older parishioners objected to the new music introduced into the
Mass (which included songs such as "The Age of Aquarius" from the
musical Hair),liturgical dancing, and what Birkle described as a shift away
from the "awesome, mysterious element of the divine toward the humanistic."2'
In his zeal for social criticism, however, McDermott pushed many
parishioners even further away when he staged "The Death of Santa
Claus" during a Three Kings procession, a traditional Puerto Rican festival
performed the week after Christmas. McDermott's idea was to demonstrate how commercialism had destroyed the meaning of Christmas, so he
paraded a coffin containing a dead Santa Claus shot by a boy dressed up as
a television set. Another youth dressed in a costume symbolizing "a capitalist pig" was shown poisoning another Santa Claus. When McDermott
saw children in the crowd crying at these terrifying images, he realized that
he had gone too far, and he never repeated the drama. But he carried his
rebellious style into his personal life, creating an enormous scandal when
he revealed to parishioners that he had become romantically involved with
a woman and still wanted to continue as pastor of the church. The
Caballeros angrily forbade him from performing the Mass and declared
that the priest would have to kill them before he could minister to them
again.22

McDermott was not the only provocateur. Trouble had started much
earlier i l l the period of liturgical experimentation and change when Father
Calhoun, taking his cue from the new Vatican orientation, ordered the
removal of the saints from the front of the church. Calhoun wanted to
emphasize the liturgy and the sacrifice of the Mass as the community's
central act of worship, and to simultaneously minimize parishioners' devotion to the saints, which he felt competed for their attention. Without the
people's knowledge, Calhoun arranged for the destruction of tk;: altar's
ornate structure and removed the saints out onto the streets. People were
shocked. As a result of this act, many of the Polish congregation left for
other churches.23Ray Acevedo, an altar boy at the time, told how he and
other church members used a dolly to cart the statues to their homes,
where parishioners continued to make offerings and light candles before
them.24Older Puerto Rican parishioners still recalled the ~ncidentwith
bitterness, and during some of my interviews they used it to account for the
mistrust they felt toward the clergy.
In an effort to contain what the Archdiocese realized had become a
chaotic situation at St. Brigid's, Father Tom Leonard was assigned to the
church for three months, essentially to "clean up the mess" and end the
pastoral experiment. By the time the Archdiocese had made Father Ed
Keehan senior pastor at St. Brigid's in 1972, and reinstituted the hierarchical system of administration, the Passion procession had already taken on a
more devotional quality, without the overt political and social content of
Father McDermott7sperformances. Father Juaquin Beaumont, a Spaniard
who ministered the church from 1980 to 1986, also reported a reluctance
on the part of parishioners to link the teachings of the Bible with social and
political conditions in their lives. "As soon as you made a social connection
between the teachings of Christ and the parishioners' everyday life, they
evoked the specter of Communism," Beaumont told me in a conversation.
"They were suspicious and hurt by the previous experiments." He recalled
that the Caballeros were very difficult to get along with. "They thought
they were the owners of the church and told me what to
My point in narrating these incidents is not to fault the clergy or to
belittle their attempts at social activism. Parishioners I interviewed also
talked highly of the priests' innovative ideas, commitment to the neighborhood, and efforts to create a sense of community among newly arriving
Puerto Ricans. What I want to establish is the existence of a fluctuating
tension, which began at least thirty years prior to my research, between
what Patrick McNamara refers to as pastoral care and social action.26In
other words, clergy and parishioners at St. Brigid's debated how much
emphasis should be given to the faith dimension of Catholicism (e.g.,
creed, rules of conduct, precepts, and forms of worship including the
sacraments, liturgy, and devotion), and how much to its social concerns

(e.g., the material needs of the people). O n the basis of my research, it is
apparent that most of the lay leadership, when left to their own choices,
preferred the spiritual dimension of the ritual to the political and social.
And at times the clergy made decisions about the focus of the church
without seriously taking into account the aspirations of their congregants. I
do not mean to suggest that parishioners were not otherwise involved in
social action, did not exercise their franchise, or did not participate in other
available political alternatives. But many questioned the extent to which
the church should take on this role.
The Caballeros a11d Damas continued to perform the procession on
the streets until the early 1980s, when the new pastors, Fathers Beaumont
and Carlos Acosta Lopez, moved it back inside the church.27Beaumont
thought the streets were too distracting and disordered and that parishioners would have a more focused religious experience within the confines
of the church. He also wanted to avoid being charged with "forcing our
religious views on other people" through public evangeli~ation.~~
Taking over from Father Keehan, Beaumont and Lopez attempted to
negotiate between the radical impulses of Father McDermott, on the one
hand, and what Father Beaumont described as Keehan's exclusively spiritual emphasis, on the other.29Members of the Caballeros and Damas
organized the production and staged it in the tradition of a Passion rather
than a procession. The groups took great pride in the production, vied for
particular roles, and rehearsed for months. The staging was elaborate and
included sound effects, lighting, the addition of many characters to the
scriptural cast, hand-sewn costumes, and special crosses built to simulate
actual crucifixion.
"I saw people in the audience crying," Beaumont recalled. "When
Jesus fell down and was crucified, parishioners really gasped. That day
people were ready to spend as many hours to watch as it took to complete
the Passion. The church was filled and the balconies were crowded.
People were more present and excited by the Passion than the celebration
of the liturgy."30
By 1985, the Caballeros and Damas had discontinued organizing the
Passion and become less involved in church activities. Father Frank, who
came to St. Brigid's in 1982, believes that the reason was intense infighting
among the society's members and an absence of 1eadership.j' But Father
Frank also alluded to an ongoing struggle between Father Carlos and the
Caballeros over the role of the church in society and the function of the
Caballeros and Damas in the fulfillment of that role. Father Carlos Lopez
was very concerned about evangelization, public outreach, and home
visitation, while the parishioners wanted to continue to "run the dances,
do the Passion. Leave us alone; let us do what we've always done."32
Father Frank took over responsibility for organizing the procession in

1985, and a year later, with permission from Father George, the new senior
pastor who replaced Father Juaquin, he brought it back out into the streets,
reviving its political and social dimension. Parish teenagers had completely taken over the event; although some Puerto Rican church elders
could be seen walking in the procession, they would never fully participate
again.'; This is significant, because beginning in the 1960s, the outdoor
religious processions had been organized mostly by the laity, and they were
considered, at least by most clergy, a Latino expression lying outside the
domain of "official" religious practice.34Now the impetus and leadership
of the procession were coming from the clergy.
Possibly reacting to what he felt was the Caballeros' over-produced,
sentimental presentation of the Passion, Father Frank structured his procession to downplay aesthetic virtuosity in favor of minimal action and
costume and an almost didactic style of recitation. The ritual required very
little rehearsal and almost no preparation. Although youth group members
donned costumes, arranged themselves into various tableaux, and invoked
biblical personages, Father Frank's procession was less a dramatic reenactment and more a public prayer.

The Procession
Father Frank revived the idea of the outdoor procession during a
regular weekly youth meeting at the church. He composed the text by
piecing together prayers from a pamphlet entitled Aqui Estoy Senor, a
religious workbook published by the Hispanic Catholic Center to instruct
young people in the teachings of the Gospel, with particular attention to
their political, social, and economic importance. Father Frank added his
own prayers and reflections to speak to local issues and grievance^.^'; The
procession mapped out the last days of Jesus' life, beginning in Pilate's
praetorium, where Christ was condemned to die, and ending with his
crucifixion and death at the hill of Golgotha. The final Station, Christ's
burial, took place back in the church. Lasting just over two hours, the
Good Friday procession traversed the area between 3rd and 9th Streets and
between Avenues B and D, the rough boundaries of the parish.
At the head of the procession, Fathers Frank and George led the
congregation through a preestablished route of boarded-up buildings, little
bodegas, city rubble, and tiny clearings of reclaimed land converted into
parks. They moved past graffiti-covered walls, squatters' buildings, and
newly renovated apartments. At each stop, Father Frank read a description
of the Station in both Spanish and English, and recited a prayer and a short
homily relating the biblical incident to a specific local social problem. The

congregants were invited to meditate on the details of Christ's Passion and
use them to focus on their own social conditions. Meanwhile the young
people of the church arranged themselves in the appropriate configurations to illustrate the Stations. Father Frank broadcast pre-recorded Spanish liturgical music over a loudspeaker mounted on top of a car that
accompanied the procession as it moved between Stations.
I followed the route, too, noting the particular sites, recording the
prayers and reflections, and describing the numerous tableaux. But it was
only later, during scheduled conversations with clergy members and parishioners, that I came to understand the implications of the places where
we stopped and their resonance with specific Stations. I have not included
a description of the entire route because some of the Stations repeated
themes introduced at earlier stops. Here is the journey we made through
Loisaida:
Station one: Parishioners performed the first Station in front of a
pharmacy Iocated in a newly renovated building on Avenue B between 6th
and 7th Streets. Standing in the middle of the street in front of the store,
Father Frank announced the Station over the loudspeaker: "Pilate condemns
Fsus to die. Jesus has been flogged and crowned with thorns. Now Pilate
unjustly condemns him to die on a cross." Two young men stood apart from
the line and moved into their tableaux. Pilate, a dark bearded youth dressed
in a maroon velvet robe, accusingly pointed his finger at Iesus, another youth
draped in a white robe with a crimson cloth wrapped around his shoulder
that trailed down to his feet. The action was spare. Father Frank lowered his
head and prayed, enunciating each word carefilly: "Lord, help me to realize
that you live inside all of us. . . . Many times we look for peace and
contentment outside of you. Many times we try to escape from our problems
by abusing prescription drugs. This abuse leads us astray and firther away
from you, our source of peace and contentment." This opposition between
inside and outside, between Christlthe interior and a dangerous exterior,
would be firther elaborated upon in the course of the procession and made
manifest in spatial terms. Order is Iocated in Christ, within the Church;
chaos exists outside on the street, in the public domain.
In a later conversation, Father George explained that he and Father
Frank suspected one of the pharmacists of giving out prescription drugs to
addicts who either used them without supervision or resold them on the street
to buy deadlier illegal drugs such as crack. The priests believed the phumacist had already been run out of another neighborhood in Harlem for
cheating patients on Medicaid and giving doctors financial kickbacks for
prescribing large quantities of unnecessary drugs.36
Station two. The procession stopped frequently at sites of displacement
and homelessness, vividly calling attention to the absence of adequate
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domestic space in New York City, and to the failure of city officials to provide
housing for poor people. Parishioners staged the second Station In front of
the Trinity Shelter on 6th Street between Averzues B and C. Two younger
boys dressed in the attire of Roman soldiers hoisted a large wooden cross onto
the shoulder o f the boy portraying Christ as Father Frank announced, "Jesus
receives a cross to carry on his bleeding and bruised shoulders." Then he
prayed: "Lord, your fall strikes my heart and brings out my compassion. Let
the fall of my brothers without homes strike my heart and move me to do
something for them."
Station five. Father Frank intoned the fifth Station at the federally
subsidized Nena medical clinic: "Simon helps Jesus carry the cross. Jesus
becomes more weak. Fearing that he won't be able to continue, his executioners force Simon of Cyrene to help him cany the cross." The procession
stopped here, according to Father George, to remind parishioners o f their
successful struggle to keep the clinic operating after investigators, having
discovered that the hospital's board of directors had been illegally investing
grant money in East Village real estate, had threatened to close it down.
When members o f the board refused to resign, the government cut o f f its
financial support, jeopardizing the clinic's future. Father George organized
demonstrations in front of the clinic, obtained parishioners' signatures in
suppoft of keeping it open, and together with members o f the Lower East
Side Area Conference put pressure on the district attorney to get the closing
decision reversed. The issue finally went to court. The judge assigned a new
temporary manager to oversee the clinic, and the city government reallocated
the fiozen funds.
As a boy dressed in a white robe took hold of Jesus's cross and lifted it
onto his own shoulder, Father Frank recited the following prayer: "Jesus
suffers today in all the sick who are not receiving proper medical care. The
sick are among the weakest in our community, and like Simon, we are asked
to help carry their crosses. We ask for forgiveness for all who use the medical
profession for their own financial gain and do not give themselves selflessly to
heal and comfort the sick. W e pray for all who work in the medical profession
here in our neighborhood. We ask God to give them the patience and
compassion that is necessary to help the sick."
Station six. Parishioners performed the sixth Station, "Veronica wipes
the face of Jesus," in front of the old women's shelter across the street from
Nena Clinic. Father Frank read, "The face of Jesus is covered in sweat and
blood. Out of piety, Veronica moves to wipe his face with her veil, and the
image of his sacred face is zmprinted on the cloth." The girl playing Veronica
approached Jesus and touched his face with a cloth. Standing back from
him, she opened the crumpled fabric to reveal the scrawled image of Christ's
face. Father Frank spoke: "Many times we wzthhold from women their

dignity as daughters of God. Jesusfought hard so that there would be respect
for women, and he suffers today when others take advantage of them. Jesus
suffers when women are exploited for sexual pleasure. Tesus suffers when
women are forced to have abortions for economic reasons. Jesussufferswhen
women have to give up their children."
Station seven. O n Avenue D and 4th Street, the procession stopped in
fiont of a public school. Father Frank announced the Station: "lesus falls a
second time. Jesus falls under the weight of the cross. His executioners drag
him by the feet and force him to continue onward to Calvaly." The boy
portraying Jesus dropped to his knees and bowed his head as Father Frank
recited, "Justas Jesusfell under the width of the cross, our children are falling
under the lack of values being taught in the public schools of our neighborhood. How is it possible that in our public schools birth-control pills can be
distributed and twelve-year-olds can be sent for abortions without their
parents' permission? Shame on our public school system. Jesus is truly
suffering in the children of our neighborhood."
Station ten. After winding through abandoned lots, past pop figures of
Batman and the Joker painted on vacant buildings together with murals
memorializing drug overdoses and motorcycle accidents, the procession
stopped at a deserted building on the corner of Avenue C und loth Street.
The place had been used for selling drugs. A red devil with a spiked tail and
pointed ears was painted prominently over the doorway, warning prospective
dealers to leave the area. Next to this image was a scrawny cartoon figure of
a man holding a crack pipe, under which someone had painted the numerical sign for Satan, "666," in bold black strokes emerging from a sooty smokefilled mouth. The drawing was captioned "Justsaying no is not enough." In
front of these harshly cartooned walls, parishioners performed the tenth
Station. Father Frank announced, "Jesus is coming closer to the summit of
Calvary, the place of his execution. He is stripped of his clothing, which
reveals new bleeding wounds." The youth depicting Jesus fell to his knees
clasping the heavy cross in his arms, while Veronica stood by his side
displaying the image of his face on the white cloth. Father Frank prayed:
"Father,for all those who find themselves falling into the hands ofdrugs and
alcohol, help me, Lord, not to be one of those who sit back to watch, criticize,
and without making an attempt to help the alcoholics and drug addicts of
this world. May l learn and believe that whatever 1 do to and for my
neighbor, I do for you. Lord, give me strength and wisdom not to push them
aside, put them down, or hurt them. Let me make a difference in their lives,
so that they may one day experience your compassion and know that they are
not alone."
Station twelve. For some residents living in the East Village, Christadora House, a sixteen-stoly luxury condominium on Avenue B and 9th
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Street, had become the symbol for anti-gentrification sentiments and protests. During the Tompkins Square Park riot in the summer of 1988, a group
ofdemonstrators blocked the art deco door, flung garbage into the lobby, and
chanted "Death to yuppie scum!"37On another occasion, demonstrators
hurled bricks through the glass d o b of the marble-floored lobby in an act of
retaliation after the demolition of the squatters' building at 318 East 8th
Street. Allegorized as the hill of Colgotha, Christadora House was the site of
the twelfth Station, "Jesusdies on the cross."
Father Ceorge positioned three crosses, each bearing a boy with bowed
head, so that their tableau was perfectly framed by the doorway of Chnstadora House. The word CHRIST embedded in the name of the buildingCHRISTADORA-ironically announced the Station. Father Frank read a
prayer in Spanish: 'The weight of the cross is shared by many people in our
community who are uprooted from their family life by gentribcation. Look
around you at the construction of new buildings, luxury buildings that are
built throughout the city, out ofgreed, not out of necessity. All ofthis goes on
while people in our community live crowded in the same apartment. . . . It is
not considered a luxury but a right that we can have." One of the girls
approached Jesusand touched his face as i f to wipe away his tears. It started
raining again. The red paint from the crown of thorns began to drip and
streamed down ha face.
Station thirteen. Parishioners performed the thirteenth Station in
Tompkins Square Park. During the last couple of years, this city park had
become the site of an ongoing struggle among community groups, homeless
persons, self-styledanarchists, and neighborhood residents over how it was to
be used and by whom. The conflict intensified as numerous homeless men
and women began setting up tents and permanently occupying the park. A
riot erupted in the park in the summer of 1988 over a one A.M. curfew
enforcement imposed on the pretext of clearing out the growing number of
homeless, the kids who played their boom boxes until late at night, and drug
buyers and sellers who used the site for business.38Father George rallied for
the homeless and fought to keep the park available as a place for them to
live.
Amid garbage and fires burning to keep a group of homeless families
warm, Father Frank read out, "Jesusis taken down from the cross." The boy
playing Jesus lay down, while his mother nestled his head in her arms and
caressed his face. Parishioners and other passersby encircled the couple as
Father Frank spoke in the same unaffected voice: "Although there is wood for
crucifying Jesus,thousands of people in our community don't have wood for
housing. They share the passion and death of Jesus on our walkways and
park benches. After jesus was let down from the cross, he received the arms of
his mother. Whose arms are waiting for the displaced?" The men Iified Christ

onto a stretcher and carried him from the park into the church, where they
performed the last Station, "Jesusis buried."
In addition to the Stations described above, Father Frank led the
procession to a check-cashing service, a homesteader's building, a corner
where unemployed men regularly hang out, and another location where
illegal drugs could be bought.

Representations of Place and
Maintaining Boundaries

i
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For many years now, anthropologists,urban folklorists, cultural geographers, and social psychologists have increasingly turned their attention
toward understanding the meaning of urban spaces through the knowledge and practices of the people who live within them. They view the ways
individuals ascribe social and cultural value to the cityscape and built
environment, and the emerging discourses about these spaces, as important processes in the constitution of social reality. As Matthew Cooper
notes, spatial discourses enable people to elaborate ideologies of place
"which variously and ambiguously helpAead1force them to think and act
in certain ways. . . . Using ideologies of place, people describe the kinds of
places that exist, explain their nature, evaluate them (employing cognitively and emotionally salient imagery to create a symbolic landscape),
identify with them, and imagine places as they ought to be (thus creating
moral landscape^)."^^
Sociologist M . Gottdiener, echoing Cooper, suggests that emphasis
be given to the way "urban artifacts,discourses about the city environment,
and locationally oriented ideologies comprise factors in the determination
o f urban processes and acti~ities."~~
He asks, Which ideological representations of the city do varying social groups use in their struggles for control of
space? In seeking answers to this question, Gottdiener recommends exploring not only the symbolic conception of objects such as buildings, but
also those signifying practices that imbue such objects with oppositional or
alternative meanings, such as g~affiti,
for example. He also suggests examining both written and verbal discourses-planning commission reports, as
well as metaphors of novelists, for example-as ':significant symbolic
referents in the organization of beha~ior."~'
I would also include extratextual discourses such as rituals, festivals, parades, street performances,
and other forms o f public display as important occasions through which to
explore the social production of space.42
More important, Gottdiener reminds us that meaning in the city is
multi-coded. Different social groups possess varying conceptions of urban
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space, just as the "different interests in the city compete with each other
over control of the social surplus. Gender, age, and status groups as well as
classes hold fundamentally different images of the city and base the
organization of daily life on these differently conceived symbols."43What is
useful about these perspectives is that they problematize any essentialist
notions of place and draw our attention to ways in which spatial meanings
are always historically and socially contingent. At any given moment,
competing images may emanate from antagonistic social fields, contributing to contradictory perceptions, feelings, and consciousnesses about the
spaces we live in. Thus, during the late 1980s and early 1990s, St. Brigid's
representation of the East Village as the suffering body of Christ in need of
redemption was countered by two other potent but more widely circulated
images: the real estate business's image of the East Village as a "dangerous
frontier" in need of civilizing, and the art establishment's image of the
neighborhood as a site of the new avant garde, individual liberation, and
adventure.* Both of these images were deployed to help legitimize gentrification processes in the Lower East Side.
Given the polysemous nature of urban life, the need of some groups,
under particular conditions, for more stable, uniformly conceived representations of place can be great. Managing and negotiating boundaries
and representations of place is a constant cultural and political struggle.
Seen in this light, the Good Friday procession of St. Brigid's was an
assertion of limits. Not only did it trace the physical boundaries of the
parish, it attempted to ritually maintain and bound the collective body by
linking and purifying those sites of disorder and deficiency that threatened
its integrity. Each Station was continuous with Christ's suffering; each was
an open wound in need of healing. The procession posited an ideal
collective body that could consolidate itself in the body of Christ, which
was literally mapped out onto the urban landscape.
The procession aimed to resemanticize the urban environment,
constructing a sanctuary, a refuge, from which to articulate a resistant
voice. As opposed to the plethora of media representations of the East
Village and its ills, the voice of the Passion was in a language known to the
parishioners, even though this speaking was initiated and created by
church leaders. It was a critical voice, denouncing the excesses of capitalism, real estate development, and corruption. To some parishioners, it was
redemptive, mobilizing action, finding sanction in the performed image of
a self-sacrificing Christ.
The procession attempted to reorganize people's perception of those
problems as collective by enacting a shared, morally resonant narrative.
For Nilsa Fiol, a parishioner at St. Brigid's for eight years, the procession
transformed an often privatized, fragmented, and isolated experience of
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the city into a public experience. Speaking about one of the Stations where
she encountered a group of homeless men and women living in cardboard
boxes, Nilsa recalled,
It was sad, because this is the Big Apple, one ofthe richest cities in the world,
supposedly, and you can even walk to the Stock Exchange-and here we
have people living in cardboard boxes and tents. But that's not what affected
me so much. It was the people's reaction when they saw us. . . . They saw a
little dim light of hope. . . . It's a reminder that everybody has a cross to carry,
and they were carrying their cross. And we were telling them that they hadn't
been forgotten. They're not carrying the cross alone; we're helping then1
along the way. . . . We see, and hear, and we feel their suffering. We're trying
to do our best to rectify what the system has screwed up years and years ago?'
Urban space had been recodified for Nilsa and other parishioners who
"heard" and "saw" the possibility for the betterment of the oppressed in
their readings and visualizations of t'hese texts.
As Louis Marin has pointed out, processions play on a spatial tension
produced by the process of moving anomalously through preexisting
spaces already articulated by certain named or marked places: neighborhoods, buildings, streets, monuments, corners, and boundaries within the
city. These places already have varied and sometimes conflicting resonances and meanings in people's everyday lives. The stops along St.
Brigid's Passion route did not have the same significance to all parishioners, and at times they were the object of a great deal of contention, not
only among various groups in the neighborhood but among the parishioners themselves. How these places were to be used, by whom, and for what
purposes continued to be argued in community board meetings, among
neighborhood action groups, and at St. Brigid's.
Participants in the procession constructed' the stage and decor of
their religious performance out of this hostile, contested space. Certain
parts of the route were privileged over others; some places were included
and others not; some buildings or areas were visited and others ignored. A
procession thus manipulates space and the places that already exist, giving
space a meaningful structure. Places chosen for the route articulate what
Marin identifies as "sentences of a spatial discourse," whereas "those places
bypassed or avoided by the procession deploy a counter-discourse which
helps to form the background of the first discourse, thereby giving it
another dimension of meaning."46
The spatial discourse that emerged in this procession articulated sites
of excess (drugs, alcohol, money, sex) and sites of deficiency (lack of food,
lack of health care, lack of housing, lack of values). They were all places
implicating the body. Shelters, health care centers, schools, pharmacies,
shooting galleries, liquor stores, and abortion clinics (all stops along St.
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Brigid's procession) constitute various social fields in which individuals
come to manage and experience their bodies. These are sites where
struggles over the corporeal are an everyday process, and where definitions
as to what counts as a legitimate body, and a legitimate use of the body, are
asserted, undermined, put into question, or enforced. The physical space
of the city and the territory of the body were related to each other by the
procession. Moreover, the procession posited these sites as disorderly-in
need of physical, spiritual, and moral repair. A disordered space was
analogous to a disordered body. The procession was an act of ordering the
space and thereby analogous to ordering the body.
But just who was ordering this body? Fathers George and Frank
chose the specific places on the procession route, linked those places to
political struggles they themselves had often initiated, and shaped the
terms and styles of those struggles. In fact, many of the stops along the
procession route were organizations that either sympathized with the
clergy's political views or had actually worked with them on various causes.
While the procession succeeded in dramatizing important issues, it simultaneously inscribed the experience of participants within the specific
political discourse of the clergy. To what extent, then, can we talk about a
truly collective body? What kind of cohesive body can the Christ allegory
s~stain?~'
The procession was inseparable from Father George's and Frank's
theology, which viewed religious values and symbols as the impetus for
"economically disempowered individuals to mobilize against immoral
~ ~ this view was not always consonant with popular
social s t r ~ c t u r e s . "But
desire.
I was initially drawn to St. Brigid's parish because of the clergy's
commitment to social action, and by what I initially n~istookas parishioners' unbidden, spontaneous commitment to change. My own impulse
had been to support the clergy's political initiatives and view the Passion as
an important critical voice emerging from anlong the parishioners. But
after spending time at St. Brigid's and talking to priests and parishioners, I
had to confront a paradox. Father George's commitment to bringing about
a more just and egalitarian community in the neighborhood was countered by some parishioners' assertion that they were being simultaneously
erased from the center of church activities. These parishioners linked
Father George's political agenda to a trivialization of their own cultural
and spiritual desires. Their feelings of marginalization emerged during my
interviews, not only around key concerns such as whether the church
should become a shelter for the homeless or a sanctuary for anti-war
activities, but also around more everyday activities such as church music,
social dances, and the dissolution of the Holy Names societies, the Cabal-

leros and the Damas. "Whcn Father George came, everything changed,"
remembered a long-time parishioner. "The Caballeros and the Christian
Mothers [Damas] broke up. A lot of people moved away from the church
because of his other involvcrnents. . . . The parishioners felt that a priest
should attend to the concerns of his parish, but Father George had become
too involved in political issues like the homeless in the park, and the
anarchists."
One thing Father George did to upset many parishioners was to bring
in a Dominican organist to direct the church music. This Sister introduced
new songs and rhythms; her more subdued musical style could not accommodate the exuberant Puerto Rican ensemble of guitar, maracas, and
guido. One parishioner lamented,
When [Father George] first came in, we had a nice choir. I loved it. It was
very nice. And then he decided to buy an organ and have a Sister, a nun, play
the organ and just the organ. So the choir was gone. . . . We used to play
beautiful songs, Spanish songs. Everybody knew the songs . . . oh my God,
and you'd see the people clapping and everything; it was wonderful. And
then he brought the Sister. . . . She had a beautiful voice, there was no denial
of that. But some of the songs she was singing, nobody knew. And there was
only the organ. So the music sounded so sad. Nobody liked the music.
[Father George] said that the guitars, maracas, and guido music didn't sound
spiritual [enough].
Another parishioner was so upset about the change in music that he left
the parish:
And I went and sat there, and it was like going back with the old requiem.And
there was no pizzazz. No guitars, no congas; the spirit was dead. I said, "I'm
not going to go back there." Because I really felt upset.4q
The ensemble was eventually reinstated when the organ player left, but
some of the older repertoire was abandoned, and many of the previous
players did not return.
Carmen, a parishioner who had long since left the neighborhood,
believed that one of the most serious things that had happened to cause
friction in the parish was Father George's dissolution of the Caballeros and
Damas, the two religious and social orga~iizationsin charge of raising
money for the church and of organizing many of the festivities throughout
the year. Although the societies had become less important by the time
Fathers George and Frank arrived, they still held monthly meetings and
conducted the popular social dances. The dances were special occasions
when the organizations took full control. They made all the preparations,
cooked the food, bought drinks, hired bands, sold tickets, and collected
money for the church. But Father George stopped the dances after an

incident brought the police and complaints from the neighbors. A member of the Caballeros remembered:
Then he stopped the group organizations in the church. He said he didn't
want no groups in the church . . . like the men's group, the women's group,
that used to celebrate dances. We used to bring good music, big orchestras,
to the social hall, and we used to have big dances. We used to make at least
three or four thousand dollars in one night. And he stopped that. No dances
in the church. . . . He [is] a spiritual man, you know; he says people drink
alcohol. Of course in a dance like that you got to sell alcohol.50
At times, those activities that parishioners initiated, felt in control of,
or could shape to their own sensibilities and aesthetics seemed to be
subord~natedto the clergy's vehement public involvement in socal transformation. Susan Eckstein has alerted us to the ways in which religious
values and new religious activity may stir conflict, not only within religious
hierarchies but within the societies in which they are embedded.5' She
cautions us to be aware that the outcome of defiance may differ from its
intent. While the clergy's Stations of the Cross appeared to promote
change and legitimate popular protest in the neighborhood, parishioners'
reception of these strategies was conflictual. Some of the stops along the
route were as much sites of contention as they appeared to be rallying
points for solidarity and collective action, although this divisiveness was
absent from the public level of the Passion.
O n e site of intense local debate was Tompkins Square Park, across
the street from St. Brigid's. As previously mentioned, the park had become
the focus of a bitter dispute over how it should be used, and by whom. T h e
debate pitted various neighborhood groups and government agencies
against one another. Much of the liberal media linked the police crackdown in Tompkins Square Park to upwardly mobile professionals who
were concerned more with elevating their property valuesS2than with
social and economic equity (as if enabling people to live in squalor in the
park was any more noble and redeeming). Cleaning u p the park, and
clearing out the homeless, was simply one more attempt by the city to
"tame and domesticate the park as a lubricant for already rampant gentrification on the Lower East Side."53But protest against people living in the
park did not emanate only from upwardly mobile residents. Poor workingclass families, especially those living in the projects, also expressed concern about the homeless presence in the park, and thought the city should
come up with other solutions. Explaining why so many people had stopped
going to St. Brigid's, one devoted parishioner pointed to this conflict:
Because something's been happening at St. Brigid's since Father George
took over. Some of the things he has done, the peoplc don't like. But he's a

good priest; he's very spiritual. In other words . . . I give you an example.
When the homeless used to live in Tompkins Square Park, I didn't have a car
then. 1used to walk from here to 1st Avenue. And there were about three or
four hundred homeless people there And it was dangerous bccause they
were doing nasty stuff in there-drugs, and they were engaging in sex and
everything-and it was pretty dangerous. And when the police stormed the
park to get them out, Father George was against the police. We got into an
argument, me and him. Because he says, "The homeless belong in the park."
I said, "How about the rest of the people? How about the rest of the people
who have children, who want to bring the children to the park, and they don't
want to because they're afraid of the homeless people? You know they throa
needles in there; might get spiked by a needle and catch AIDS, and stuff like
that." So I told him, "Look, it's not us that has to do anythingfor the homeless;
it's the city, it's the mayor. This park belongs to the community, not to the
homeless."
Another parishioner explained her dissent from Father George this way:
Most of the people living in the park are not from the community. Most of
them are from outside, selling drugs. The park belongs to the people, not
only to the homeless. I think that it was right that the people were removed.
They shouldn't have been removed by force. They should have their own
individual rooms, not shelter, and not in the park. They bring sickness to the
neighborhood.Father George wanted the park for the homeless. It used to be
such a beautiful park. Of all the parks in New York,it made me feel so good
to walk in that park. More beautiful than the park by the river. I used to bring
my children there. But not anymore.
Besides supporting the right for the homeless to occupy the park,
Father George came up with an idea for turning the dining room downstairs in the Catholic school into a shelter. This evoked a n extremely
volatile response from many parishioners. An older church member explained,
That's when people started leaving. They started taking their children out of
the school. And again I told him it wasn't fair. It's darigerous. . . . And it's not
that I have anything against the homeless, because I know they need shelter.
I know they need food and clothing. But how can you bring people from the
street into a place where the children are going to have their food? So a good
amount of people left St. Brigid's since he took over. He's good, he's a priest.
If you need a favor from him, he'll do it.F4
Enough parishioners finally conceded to having the shelter in the school,
and some even took an active role in cooking for the homeless, as well as
managing the shelter during the night. But the conflict between the priest
and congregation on this issue had run deep.
Another fierce debate was provoked by the performance of the ninth

put a big tree in the plaza, and they put the names of all the people that gone
to the Gulf, and light candles. And nobody died from my town. They came
home safe. That's what we wanted in the church, but he wouldn't.

Station in front of a Mobil gas station during the 1991 Passion. T h e
presentation was organized and scripted solely bp Father George. T h e
Gulf War was under way; earlier in the year, Father George had attempted
to turn the church into a sanctuary for anti-war activities. He hung a large
banner on the front of the church displaying the lraqi and American flags
side by side and captioned with the words "Never again war. Adventure
without return: never again war. Spiral of struggle and violence, never this
war in the Persian Gulf; threat to your creatures in the sky, on earth and in
the sea." T h e banner was meant to criticize the U.S. government for
intervening in the Middle East, and to show that an alliance between the
Iraqi and American peoples was possible despite official hostilities.
As the Stations of the Cross procession came to a halt in front of the
Mobil station, Father George prayed:

Unable to get a clear endorsement from the parishioners for his protests,
Father George eventually dropped the idea of the sanctuary.
As Susan Eckstein writes, "Privileged individuals do not always channel ordinary people's grievances in ways that effectively bring about
change. Their visions may be imperfect, and their self-interest may stand
in the way.OS6Some parishioners evidently believed that the church's
attempt to re-edify t h e ~ devotion
r
toward social and political ends exemplified "official" intervention and control. While the clergy seemed to be
concerned with bettering their mostly working-class congregants, some
parishioners felt that they were being made responsible for an even poorer
population of the community who had been lured to the East Village by an
array of social services, ineffective shelters, and squatter settlements. And
finally, some came to believe that Father George was neglecting their
spiritual needs in favor of political and sociological agitation. As we saw,
the clash of popular desire for liturgy with activist stress o n "useful"
collect~veaction had been an ongoing feature at St. Brigid's since the early
1 9 6 0 ~ . ~Some
'
parishioners believed that the attempt by their pastors to
politicize their aspirations had done more to engender conflict and divisiveness among the community than to mobilize collective action An
angry husband and wife who left the parish spoke bitterly to me about this
problem:

Lord, one of the deadliest routines we fall into when we leave out the most
important things is warfare. Time and time again we approve of and rejoice
in the shedding of your blood when we support our nation's war-making
policies. This latest venture was undertaken so that we might have inexpensive gasoline to fuel an important American idol, the automobile. 'To ensure
that a barrel of oil would cost between eighteen and twenty-one dollars, we
accept massive loss of life, environmental destruction, and a further loss of
humanity. And we call this "Peace," we call this "victory." Lord, have mercy
on us! We place this cross on you, the cross of accepting the lie that wars
can be "just." Give us the courage to begin, or continue in, our struggle to
arrive at the day when we will love one another, lncludlng our enemies, as
you love us."
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The argument I have with the priest. . . is that he is too much into politics.
He always talks about Bush and what is wrong with this country. . . . So I get
mad with him. I told him in a meeting that I believe . . . Jesus Christ loves
community together in love. I believe in that. Not to make people fighting
because some people have different opinions. In every meeting they have a
fight. I didn't like that. That's why I left St. Brigid's. He was dividing people.
I know one husband and one wife, they break up because of this. . . . I believe
when he get politics and church there's a lot of problems. Thatwhat I object
to. I believe we should talk about the problems of our country, we should
have meetings to talk about that, but I don't believe it should mix [with
religion]; it's going to cause problems. People have different opinions. . . . At
this moment, I'm sure that most, a lot of people disagree with him, but they
don't want to get in trouble."

But few parishioners shared this vision. There was great resistance to
Father George's sanctuary plan. Some feared they would be thrown into
/ail. As one parishioner told m e angrily, "When the war in the Persian Gulf
started, Father George started fighting in the church with the people. He
say he going to open the church to keep some people who don't want to go
to war in the church. . . , And what happen is the government come and
take all inside the church, and h e say, 'Oh we could get arrested, and we
could be three years in jail."' People with friends and family members in
the Gulf found Father Ceorge's protests insensitive and hurtful. A woman
who vehemently disapproved of the pastor's tactics and values reflected o n
why people had begun to leave the church again.
because they were depressed, you know. Because
People left [St. Br~g~d's]
they have family in the war. . . That's why they get depressed. They don't
want to hear about the war. They want to go to church to pray for the soldiers
in the war, not to hear about. . . the problems to make a refuge for the ones
that don't want to go. To make a vigil, you know, to pray, that's a good idea.
But the priest don't want to do that. In Puerto Rico they make a vigil. . . .They
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Another parishioner echoed this sentiment:
We Puerto Ricans have real religion. We do not involve polltics with religion.
. . . He [FatherGeorge] talks a lot aboutpolitics. We want to hear religion. He
talks a lot about abortion, all right. Say a little plece, [but] talk to us about the
Lord. . He talks about the lraqi war, we read about it in the paper, we see
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it in the news. We don't want to see it, [or] hear it in the church; we want to
hear the meaning of the lecture, of the Bible, what was written in the
church.s9

There are not isolated feelings. In an extensive survey conducted by the
Office of Pastoral Research and Planning, the majority of Puerto Ricans
interviewed opposed any church intervention in politics for the sake of
social justice and defense of the poor.60
As the attendance at St. Brigid's continued to drop in the early 1990s,
as more Puerto Ricans moved away from the neighborhood or "defected"
to other parishes, and as the Archdiocese debated the future of St. Brigid's
Catholic School, St. Brigid's Stations of the Cross appeared more and
more like the single vision of a deeply committed pastor whose effectiveness had been extremely ambivalent. It seemed less an act of empowerment and more a gesture toward removing the traditional Puerto Rican
leadership from the church, a process that had been going on since the
saints' removal from the altar nearly thirty years ago. In my opinion, the
church leadership's attempt to provide a religious motivation for change
and solidarity among all classes, and to achieve unity in its fight against
poverty, war, and the deteriorating conditions in its neighborhood, fell
short. Finally, the Stations of the Cross procession could not mobilize a
unified collective body; and no singular congregation could be sustained
by the Christ allegory.
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"The Cathedral of the
Open Air
The Salvation Army's Sacralization of
Secular Space, New York City, 1880-1910

"An Army for Missionary Purposes"
Gray skies and winter winds greeted passengers disembarking at
Castle Garden, the immigrant reception station at the southernmost tip of
Manhattan, on March 10, 1880. Among those leaving the ocean liner
Australiu, which had sailed from London four weeks earlier, were seven
somberly dressed young women and their blue-uniformed male leader.
Those eight, the official landing party of The Salvation Army, marched
down the ship's gangplank under a crimson banner bearing a blue border
and a bright yellow sun in the foreground.' On one corner, a small
American flag had been affixed. Kneeling on the cold ground, the members of the group planted their flag, sang a hymn, and claimed America for
God.'
This unexpected sight sparked the curiosity of reporters who frequented the spot looking for colorful copy. Commissioner George Scott
Railton, the group's leader, did not disappoint. Making himself available
for interviews, he told the press that his party represented an "army of men
and women mostly belonging to the working class" who had been saved
from "lives of immorality and ruffianism." They worshiped like the early
Methodists, but instead of employing regular preachers, they encouraged
new converts "to speak from their own experience." This "was not a society
of unruly religionists defying or rushing into conflict with order, law and
society," he averred, "but an army for missionary purpose^."^
From its first steps on American soil to its subsequent parad&, openair services, and visits to slums, brothels, and saloons, The Salvation Army
sought the unchurched, "heathen" masses on their own ground-the city's
streets and its commercial attractions. Hoping to compete with secular

